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Please do not use any cleaning agents other 
than water or special acrylic care products.
Many other cleaning agents contain solvents,
which can damage the acrylic glass.

Cleaning instructions :

MPIN6 - 8 x Long Magnetic Pin 6mm shaft length 

MCYL3 - 4 x Short Magnetic Cylinder 3mm shaft length 

Long magnetic pins  have inverse magnetic polarity

to snap together at the shafts.

7911051501a 7911051501b 7911051501c
2 x Front-/ Back Panel 2 x Centre Part Black Centre Part
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Now there is only one thing left to do: 

... and you are finished!  

Now place the black centre part with the cut-outs on Place the front panel and the transparent centre

Slot the 4 long magnetic pins through the holes 

top of your transparent back-panel and centre panel.  

Stick the small cylindrical magnets through the holes  
in the black centre panel. Check for magnetic polarity.  
Only one side of the cylinder magnet will be attracted  
to the magnetic pin below. The other side will be   

of the assemble lower part of the case as indicated.  

 In the front- and center panel. They will instantly   
snap to their magnetic counterparts.  
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SORA Coin Case for 5 encaps. 1oz AG
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Place the long magnetic pins on a flat surface with
their shafts pointing up. Align them like the holes 
in the transparent  front-/back panel.  

Now put the front-/back panel on top magnetic pins. 
Place the centre part on top as indicated.  

MPIN6 7911051501a
Long Magnetic Pins Front-/Back Panel
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All acrylic parts are coated with a protective foil on
BOTH sides. This foil has to be removed before the 
assembly. We suggest to have a microfiber cloth  

pushed away through the magnetic force.   

Lastly, place your coin capsules inside the frame.   


